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unless they feed. Therefore, you should choose the different currents and  structures; ahead of 
the boulder, in each seams of the currents around them, where the currents blend together and 
in the deep slick directly behind the boulder. Because the current stalls in front and there is 
often a deep gouge, big fish will hold there to feed. The front is often a prime lie. I’ve observed 
big fish will change their lie around a boulder throughout the day, depending upon the sun and 
any hatch activity. The hardest location to get a good drift is the cushion behind the boulder 
because of the current speed change on either side. It might also have a dead spot or circular 
current. The best casting angle is upstream so you will be casting in the same current as your 
target fish. Try to let dry flies land before the line so can hopefully getting a few couple seconds 
of drag-free drift before the currents pull the line. The best direction to cast and wade would be 
upstream to prevent detection and let nymphs or other sinking flies sink better.

oVerhangIng CoVer or doCk 

I encounter overhanging cover in freshwater streams, estuaries and saltwater islands. Fish use 
this cover to seek shade, hunt or ambush prey, and avoid predators. I like using either a low 
sidearm cast or the Pendulum Cast to reach underneath. If you’re wading, you can decrease the 
height of your cast by kneeling. The object is not to snag on the delivery and if there is current, 
cast where there will be enough room for the drift or swing, so you don’t snag there, either. 
When current is running under cover, you can use it to swing a fly underneath and strip it out 
before it touches a root or dock piling. Of course, if you hook a big fish, all bets are off. 

the best way to get under overhanging cover is with a horizontal loop made with a side cast or a Pendulum 
side-cast combo. that way, the loop is flat but the fly is on the bottom and less likely to snag.




